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The informal sector refers to a diverse set of economic activities that are not regulated or protected by 

any government institutions. The informal sector offers employment opportunities and a survival strategy in 

countries that do not offer social safety nets. Measuring the scale of the informal economy is a complex task, new 

estimates show that between 22.5% and 34.5% of worldwide economic activity occurs in the informal sector.1 The 

figures are close to half for the poorest countries and even higher when measuring the share of employment in 

the informal sector.  

 Despite the significance of the informal economy, especially in the developing world, its extent and its main 

drivers are not necessarily well-known. Questions about its role in the process of economic development remain 

unanswered, such as how influential would formalizing unregistered businesses be for economic growth and for 

individual firm growth. A high level of informality, such as that observed in developing countries, has 

consequences for a country’s growth and overall productivity. Indeed, informal businesses limit their size to an 

inefficient scale2 and tend to choose suboptimal levels of investment, which may be due to their lack of access to 

conventional sources of finance.3 Empirical studies2 have found that unregistered firms consistently faced higher 

costs of capital relative to formal firms, suggesting that formal status is an important determinant of financial 

inclusion.  

Using Informal Surveys and Enterprise Surveys from the World Bank, which respectively collect data on 

non-registered businesses’ and formal private firms’ activities, I first investigate the perceived benefits of 

formalization according to informal firms surveyed in different developing countries. I also examine whether 

formality can explain variation in access to finance while controlling for a variety of factors traditionally correlated 

                                                        
1 La Porta and Shleifer, The Unofficial Economy and Economic Development (2009) 
2 De Paula, Scheink, The Informal Sector: an Equilibrium Model and some Empirical Evidence from Brazil, 2011 
3 Subika Farazi, Informal Firms and Financial Inclusion: Status and Determinants (2014) 
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with financial inclusion. Finally, if formality is associated with better financial inclusion and other benefits, what 

prevents informal businesses from registering? I explore the major obstacles preventing informal firms from 

formally registering.  

I use data from 13 countries – mainly African countries – but only include subsets of countries to perform 

relevant analyses due to missing variables in survey data as survey questions sometimes vary across countries.  

The prevalence of informality in some countries could be potentially be explained by a lack of accurate 

information about the benefits of formalization, leading to erroneous cost-benefit calculations.  

Informal firms surveyed by the World Bank were asked whether they considered better access to finance, 

markets, workers etc. as benefits formally registered firms enjoy.  

 

  

 

The gap between the frequency of yes/no answers is the greatest for "Better Access to Financing", implying that 

most firms agree formalization would improve their access to financial services. 

When asked to identify the most important benefit of registering their businesses, firms overwhelmingly chose 

access to finance. Informal firms seem to be aware of the benefits formalization can offer, in particular better 

financial inclusion.  



 

I implemented multivariate regression models to explore the relationship between formal status and measures of 

financial access available in survey data for 5 countries: Madagascar, Mauritius, Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso and 

Cape Verde. This relationship might be driven by firms’ underlying characteristics instead of formality per se, it is 

therefore important to control for these characteristics.  

I used two measures: the business has a bank account, and the business has a loan/applied for a loan as proxies of 

financial access. These proxies have their strengths and limitations, for instance, not having or applying for a loan 

does not necessarily imply that businesses are financially constrained. For that reason, when using the loan 

application proxy, I removed firms that explicitly stated they did not need a loan when asked for the reason why 

they did not apply for a loan. 

 I used the following regression specification:  

𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡*+ = 	𝛼+ + 𝛽1. 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦*+ + 𝛽9. 𝜒*+ +	𝛽;. 𝜈+ +	𝜀*+ 

where 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡*+ is the response variable, 𝛼+  are country fixed effects, 𝛽1	is the coefficient of interest, 

𝜒*+ is a vector of firm characteristics such as: gender, size, sales, owner’s education level, experience etc.,  𝜈+  is a 

vector of country level controls including GDP per capita, depth of credit information index, legal rights index etc. 

and 𝜀*+  is an error term. 

The regression table below presents a shortened version of my results. Coefficient estimates of each explanatory 

variable are reported with their confidence interval below. Column 1 report results for the simple linear 



regression model with country fixed effects whereas column 2 and 3 respectively include firm level controls and 

additional country level controls. The relationship between formal status and measures of financial inclusion is 

robust to the inclusion of firm- and country-level controls. The formality variable is significantly and positively 

associated with our measure of access to finance.  A change from informal to formal is associated with a 43% to 

46% increase in the probability of having a bank account (at the 95% confidence level).     

                                                                      Regression Table Results 

 

However, a linear probability model may make illogical predictions (outside the range [0,1]) and therefore may 

not be the most appropriate considering that the response variable is dichotomous. I present more detailed 

results, including logistic regression models, as well as my code on GitHub4.   

This analysis does not claim to establish causal links but attempts to identify significant associations between 

financial access and formal status (and other firm characteristics). Furthermore, informality may not be the only 

constraint firms face in accessing financial resources and services. For instance, 28.5% of formal firms surveyed 

still consider access to finance to be a severe obstacle to the operation of their business. Institutional factors, such 

as secure property rights (land titles in particular) are important to consider, hence the inclusion of institutional 

variable(s) in the previous regression model. 

                                                        
4 https://github.com/marinecdf/informality-finance.git (download zip and open html file) 



While it is believed that formalization brings benefits to unregistered firms, we need more information 

and evidence regarding the transition from the informal to the formal economy. Identifying the major constraints 

preventing informal firms from registering can offer important policy insights and help improve the design of 

Formalization Assistance and Business Registration programs. Our initial question was: If formalization is 

associated with better financial inclusion and informal firms think it offers various benefits, why don’t they 

register? The World Bank Informal Surveys provide data on the major obstacles preventing informal firms from 

becoming legally registered.   The main obstacle identified varies across countries, as shown in the faceted bar 

plots below. Getting information on registration procedures, registration fees and paying taxes are the 3 most 

cited obstacles and account for 70% of all answers.  

                     

These results corroborate with previous research showing that countries with more burdensome entry 

regulations have larger informal sectors.5  Governments in developing countries have introduced reforms to 

attempt to make it easier for informal firms to formalize, but reforms have had limited effects as most informal 

firms did not register after procedures became easier. Impact evaluations of business registration programs in 

various contexts can provide evidence on the cost-effectiveness of specific intervention designs or mechanisms.  

In contrast with mixed/disappointing empirical evidence, a study in Malawi6 found that combining business 

registration assistance with information session at a bank was effective in increasing informal firms’ access to 

bank accounts. 

                                                        
5 Djankov et al. 2002. “The Regulation of Entry” 
6 Campos et al., 2015. “Short-Term Impacts of Formalization Assistance and a Bank Information Session on Business 
Registration and Access to Finance in Malawi” 
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